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Saussure and Indo-European linguistics
Anna Morpurgo Davies

Saussure as seen by his contemporaries

In I 908 the Linguistic Society ofParis (Soci6t6 Linguistique de Paris) dedicated
a volume of Mdlanges to Ferdinand de Saussure, then aged fifty and professor
at the University of Geneva (Saussure, 1908). A very brief and unsigned preface

stated that, since the few years that he had spent in Paris between I 88 I and I 89 I
had been decisive for the development of French linguistics, the Society was
happy to dedicate to him one of the first volumes of its new series. The Society
also wished to thank the eminent Swiss linguists who had joined Saussure's
earlier pupils in paying their respects to the author of lhe Mdmoire sur le systime
primitif des voyelles en indo-eurupden. Two things are now striking even if they
were not so at the time. First, no attempt was made in the preface or elsewhere to
distinguish between the two main activities ofSaussure: teaching and research in
comparative and historical linguistics (grammaire compar4e) and teaching and
research in general or theoretical linguistics. Secondly the articles collected in
the volume were all, with one exception, articles in Indo-European comparative
linguistics. They include work by established scholars ofconsiderable fame like
Antoine Meillet in Paris orJacob Wackemagel in Basle, but these were historical
and comparative linguists rather than theoretical linguists. The one exception is
a paper by one of Saussure's pupils and colleagues, indeed one of the editors of
the Cours, Albert Sechehaye, who discusses the role of stylistics in the theory
of language. Yet Saussure's current fame is tied to his views on theoretical
linguistics.

Saussure as a comparativist

Il

Saussure's contemporaries had been asked, they would have simply called
him a linguist since historical and comparative linguistics (often identified with
Indo-European studies) was the prevailing form ofl inguistics at the time. Indeed
all the work that Saussure published in his lifetime, and which was collecled
posthumously in a single volume (Saussure, 1922) concemed problems of IndoEuropean, and fitted in the tradition ofhistorical and comparative work which
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had started at the beginning of the ninereenth century. Saussure, in common
with nrost of his contemporaries, spoke of Franz Bopp's school and of the
new science founded by Bopp (Saussure,2002: l30ff.). The reference was to
the German scholar who in l8l6 had published a seminal book where he in
effect demonstrated that a number ofancient languages (Greek, Latin, Sanskrit,
Gothic) descended from a common prehistoric ancestor which had not survived;
through conrparison of the dau-9hter languages it was possible to identify the
cornnron features which belonged to the parent language as well as the innovations which each ofthe descendants had introduced into the common inheritance. Bopp's more advanced work inclucled a comparative grammar of Sanskrit,
Avestan, Greek, Latin, Lithuanian, Cothic and Cerman (1833-52) which in its
second edition ( 1857-61) also discussed Old Slavic, Armenian and other IndoEuropean languages. In seeing hinrself in Bopp's tradition, Saussure was in line
with most ol'his contenlporaries; however, he went well beyond them in having
doubts (which he did not express in his published work) about the exact nature
ofthe 'new science' founded by Bopp and about the continuity between Bopp's
work and the work of his contemporaries.l
Two Saussures?

A number ofquestions arise for the nrodern reader trained to think ofSaussure
as the founder of general linguistics or, more specifically, as the author of
that posthumous Cours tle lirtgtristique glrftrale (1916) which is often seen as
nrarking the beginrring of general or theoretical linguistics. lf Saussure was in
fact a professor of Sanskrit and Indo-European languages for nrost of his life, if
practically all that he publishecl of h is own vol ition during his lifetime concerned
historical and comparative linguistics, what is the link, if any, between these two
sorts of activities? ls it trr-re that there were fwo Saussures, as the title (though
not the content) ola t'amous paper (Redard, 1978a) may suggest?

The Cours is well known, but in its published lorm it was not written by
Saussure. We must focus on the work actually published. What was it about?
How inrrovative was it? How inrportant? How nruch of it, if any, survived? How
necessary is it for the current practitioners of the subject to go back to the original
publications? And above all, how did it fit with the contemporary beliefs? An
answer is not easy because what in Saussure's tinre was the obvious subject
matterof linguistics is currently the preserve ol a small and highly specialised
group of scholars. Some background is necessary.

Nineteenth-century linguistics
The very concept of linguistics as a university discipline is a novelty of the
nineteenth century. In itself this is not surprising. The nineteenth century saw
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the beginning of the institutionalisation of academic disciplines as we now
know them, as well as the identification and sontetimes creation of a number of new disciplines. In most instances the German universities served as a
rnodel and trend-setters, not least because they had introduced the concept ofa
university dedicated to research as well as to teaching. Research involved specialisation. When Saussure started to study at the University of Leipzig in 1876
he either attended or could have attended seminars and lectures by a multitude
of specialists: Ceorg Curtius (1820-85) was in effect teaching Indo-European
and the historical granrmar of the classical languages; August Leskien (1840l9l6) was teaclring Slavic and Indo-European; Karl Brugmann (1849-1919),
who was to beconre one of the major lndo Europeanists, was in Leipzig from
1873, as Privatdozett from 1877 and later (1887) returned as a full professor
oflndo-European Iinguistics. The list could continue. Such a concentration of
specialists, each one of whom at the time would have been called a Sprachwissertschaliler'linguist' (and now would be labelled Indo-Europeanist), is
remarkable and would have been unthinkable fifty years earlier (it is doubtful that at that stage as mauy 'professiorral' Iinguists existed in the whole of
Germany). Even in the 1880s it was probably unthinkable outside Germany,
though the new concept of research university was beginning to prevail in
Europe and the USA. It may be useful to mention that in their specialised field
all of these scholars produced work whjch is still known and used nowadays
(see Morpurgo Davies, t998; Auroux, 2000).

'lextual and linguistic studies
The linguists ofthe time were not theoreticians but had to have erudition and
scholarship. As well as lin_quists they could be medievalists like Braune and
lris contemporary Eduard Sievers (1850-1932), who were more than capable
oi editing Old English or Old High German or Old Norse texts, or they could
be classicists like Ceorg Curtius, who also lectured on Greek and Latin Iiterature. AII of them knew Creek, Latin and sometintes Hebrew from theirschool
days and most of tlrem had studied Sanskrit at university as well as the ancient
Cermanic larrguages. All of them had to be competent textual and literary scholars because the data that they needed were found in ancient texts (inscriptions,
papyri, nranuscripts) which made sense only within certain cultural tiameworks
which the reader had to urrderstand. The study and understanding of these texts
could be, and often was, an end in itself, but Saussure's teachers or colleagues
in Leipzig mainly wanted to use them as a source of linguistic data. The aim
was to understand and explain the developnrent of an ancient language from
the period of the first evidence to the period in which it was best known. To
explain, in this conrext, mostly meant to account for the irregularities in the
larer phases of the language through the reconstruction of sound changes and
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morphological innovations whiclr had altered the earlier state of affairs. To take
tlre sinrplest possible example: in classical Latin an accusative like orator-enr
'orator' belonged with the nominative orator,bLt if so why djd an accusative
like honor-em'honour' correspond to a nominative honos? This question
was answered pointing out that honor-ent derived from an earlier unattested
*ltou1s-em which was the original accusative corresponding to the nominative
Itortds. But why had *lnnos-em been replaced by ltonorem? Here the answer
was that in Latin at sonre stage (which could be documented) all intervocalic
s-sounds had been replaced by Ir] (the so called rhotacism).2 In other words,
the original forms orator, oratdrem; hortos, *ltotnsem had a degree of morphological regularity which their later descendants had lost, because of sound
clrange. Sonrewhat later the regularity was reintroduced through the creation
of a new nominative hortor, fomted in order to match the indirect cases and
the regularity of the orator. orotoren'L pattern. This assumption also allowed
tlre linguist to link the newly formed honor wilh the adjective honestus (the
ori_qinal -s- of lrcnos- was preserved before a consonant) and in its lurn the
etynrological Iink between 'lronest'and 'honour', which was in this way not
guessed at but demonstrated, could lead to a series olassumptions which were
inrportant for an understanding of Roman culture and its development. But for
nrost linguists, and particularly for those of the earlier generations, the aim was
nrainly comparative: to compare the ancient phases reached through this sort
of analysis with the earliest phases of related languages and try to define the
position of the language in the farnily to which it belonged, while at the sanre
time recoust.ructing, thanks to conrparison, both its inrmediate antecedents aud
the more remote parenI language.

The comparative nrethod
ln the last decades olthe uineteerrth century few lin-guists would have hesitated
that the _great discovery of their discipline was what we now call the
comparative method. Through its application it was possible to demonstrate
(rather than guess) that sonre languages belonged to the same linguistic lanrily
and to define their degree of kinship. The linguistic family tree was meant to
indicate which languages belonged to the samefamily but also marked the type
of relationship as defined by the difTerent ways in which the tree's branclres
were drawn. ln the third quarter of ihe century it had became possible to reconstruct - obviously with a high degree ol approxinration - some of the actual
forrns of tl.re parent language, even if rhis belonged to a period earlier than the
invention of writing. This is the stage at which we begin to flnd forms like
10 say

*akvosas which was taken to be the closest possible approximation to the lndoEuropean for'horses' (nonrinative plural) and the antecedent ofSanskrit astvr1s,
Gr. hippoi,Lil. equr.ln the first part of the century it had been assumed that
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comparison permitted distinction in individual languages between innovations
and preservations, and rhe enrphasis had been on morphological analysis and
segmentation but not on phonology. By the time the actual forms began to be
reconstructed (eventually with an asterisk which indicated that they were not
attested) it becanre imperative to make hypotheses about (a) the structure of the
phonological systenl of the reconstructed parent language, (b) the phonological
development which accounted for the differences between the reconstructed
system and the attested systems. These may seem parochial problems - why
should we worry whether Indo-European had a vocalic system which included
five short vowels [a, e, o, i, u] like Latin or just three [a, i, u] like Sanskrit?
Or given that nobody disputed that Latin sequitur,'he follows' Greek hepetai
and Sanskrit sacate all came from the same original root, was lt worthwhile
to discuss whether originally the second consonanr was [k], [p] or a different
consonant? In fact the problem was more substantial than it would appear at
first sight and there were a nunrber ofpoints at stake. Suppose for instance that
the verb'to follow'was reconstructed with an internal [p] as in Greek. This
would automatically speak against the older view that all these related languages
were derived fronr Sanskrit since the <-c-> of Sanskrit would then reflect an
innovation; the sanre could be said for Latin <-qu->. On the other hand, the
initial [s] shared by Sanskrit and Latin was likely to be inherited and spoke
against Greek Ih] being original and in its turn against Greek being the parent
lan_quage. Latin could then best represent the original form, if we accepted that
a sound like [k*l yielded [p] in Greek and <c>, i.e. [t/l in Sanskrit. But in
other instances (e.g. Sanskrit bhar- 'to carry', Greek plrcr-, Latin Jbr-) there
were very good reasons to assume that the original lbrm ofthe first consonant
was not like that of Latin and was more likely to be like that of Sanskrit.
This type ofdiscussion, ifconducted seriously, eventually provided a demonstration of what had been argued mainly on morphological evidence, namely
that the parent language could not be identified with any of the attested languages. The historical consequences were inrportant; if the parent language
had to be identified with Sanskrit we would have had to assume movements of
people from India to the West; if it was identified with Latin, from the West to
India.
But the linguistic consequences of the correct reconstructions were important too. Through the reconstruction of Indo-European, their parent language,
languages like Greek or the Indic languages or the Romance languages became
languages with a history of more than 4,000 years. It was now becoming possible to dispel some of the old preconceptions: for instance, the view cherished
by the Enlightenment that languages improved in rationality with time, but also
the opposite view, supported by Romanticism, that (he earliest phases of some
langua_qes had a level of perfection which was later followed by decay and that
change (i.e. decay) did not belong to the early phases. ln other words, a corect
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reconstruction of Indo-European, by now taken as pilot study tbr similar analyses of other langLrage families, was not nrere pastime or pedantry; it could add
on the one hand to our knowledge of lristoly, on the other to our understanding of the main leatures of language development. It also became possible to
recognise patterns of development which could not have been identified before.
One of the assu mptions which was acq u iring credibility in the I 870s concerned
the regularity ofsound change. As Saussure was to note at a later stage ([1903]
1960: 25), it was astonishing that if a sound [x] changed into lyl in a certain
word and in a certain period, in the sanre period that sound lxl would also
change into [y] in all other words where it occurred in the same environment.
And yet it was becorning clear in the midst of violent academic disagreements
that the whole oIcomparative and historical linguistics was founded on that
assumption.s

The young Saussure
So much for the background. When the yourlg Saussure arrived in Leipzig to
pursue his doctoral studies in October [ 876 he was not yet nineteen but he was
not ignorant of linguistic work. ln his very early teens he had been seduced by

the'paleontological' reconstructions ol'a neighbourand family friend, Adolphe
Pictet, the au thor of t wo volu me s of Origirrcs indo-europierutes (l 859-63): 'The
idea that with the help of one or two Sanskrit syllables - since that was the main
idea of the book ancl of all contemporary linguistics - one could reconstruct the
lile of people who hacl disappeared, inflanred me witl.r an enthusiasm unequalled
in its naivet6' (Saussure, [903] 1960: l6). At the age of fourteen and a half
he had written and given to Pictet a lengthy essay (Saussure, |8721 1978)
in which he tried to demonstrate that it was possible to bring back all basic
Greek, Latin and German roots to a pattern of the type Consonant * Vowel *
Consonant where the consonants are defined as either labials, or dentals or
gutturals. A striking characrer ol the essay, in spite of the natvetd and, one may
even say, absurd ity of its assum ptions and concl Lrsions, is the immense clarity

of

argumentation and the professional style in which it is written. In 1874 Saussure
started to teach himsellSanskrit using Bopp's Sanskrit grammar and began to
read some technical literature (works by Bopp and Curtius); one year at the
University of Geneva also gave him the experience of attending a course by
sonreone who was de facto repeating what he had heard from Georg Curtius in
Leipzig the previous year (Saussure, [903J 1960: 20). Round that time he a]so
joined the Sociitd de lirtguistique cle Pnrls (founded in 1866) and began to send
in short articles. In other words, rhe Leipzig years were preceded by extensive
self-teaching. Even before entering the Gynrnasium in Geneva he had noticed
that the contrast between lorms like Greek tetug-metha'we are arrayed' and
Greek tetakbatoi 'tl1ey are arrayed', if compar-ed to that between lego-mellru
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'we say' and lego-nlai'they say', led to the conclusion that after a consonant
-ntai had been replaced by -atai and to the assumption that in that position
Greek -a- could be a replacement for the -n- of earlier Greek or Proto-Greek
(Saussure, [1903] 1960: l8).
Saussure in Leipzig and the Mdnoire
Saussure was in Leipzig for less than two years before moving for a short
while to Berlin. During this period and in the previous year he wrote a number

of things including four articles on Indo-European, Greek and Latin matters,
all published in the Mdmoires de la Socidtl de linguistique de Paris (vol.3,
19'77), and a fengthy account of Pictet's work for ahe Journal de Genive 1878
(Saussure, 1922:391402). In December 1878 his masterpiece appeared, the
300-page monograph enttled Min'Loire sur Le systbnre primitif des vo1;eLles dans
Les Lottgttes indo-europdertnes (published by Teubner and dated Leipsick [sic]
1879).4 One of the greatest French linguists, Antoine Meillet, later on called it
the most beautifu I book of comparative grammar ever written (Meillet, fl 913l4l 1938: 183); the judgement is still valid. lt renrained the only full book
that Saussure ever published. Louis Havet, professor of Latin in Paris, who had
agreed to write a brief review, ended taking a l'ull page of the Tribune de Cenive
and explained in a letter to the author that once he had read and understood
the book he was bowled over by its novelty and its importance (cf. Redard,
1978a:30). The review errded by stating that the book was likely to lead to a
renewal of part of the discipline and that much could be expected of its author
who was still only twenty-one years of age. (See Havet [2512118]9) in Redard,
1978b.) The Indo-Europeanist who rereads the book today experiences a series
of difficulties because of different terminology and different conventions, but
finds the task much easier because most of the conclusions have become part of
the acquired knowledge in the field; the first reaction is still stunned admiration.
ls this masteqriece the result of the training that Saussure had received in
Leipzig? Saussure himself ([903] 1960: l5l'.) explained that, though everyone
would normally assume that his work, written and published in Leipzig by a
Leipzig student, was the product of the Leipzig school, in fact it was written
in senri-isolation without help and without visible signs of influence by his
teachers or contemporaries. This statement will have to be reconsidered, but
first we must mention what Leipzig meant at the tinte for people in the subject.

Leipzig and the neogrammarians
The university was justly fanrous in a nuntber of fields. ln comparative linguistics it was in the forefi'ont. Georg Curtius had ntore or less single-handedly
persuaded the classicists that they had much to learn from serious historical
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studies of both Greek and Latin; a group ol young scholars had congregated
round him and his courses were attended by more than 200 students. In the mid
I 870s, however, things were changing and there was excitement all round. The
Slavist August Leskien, much younger than Curtius, had persuaded a number
of advanced students, young assistant s and P r ivat Doze nten that a new methodology was needed; the title of Junggratlxnlatiker given to this group (partly in
.iest) stuck as also did the mistranslation'neogrammarians', which missed the
point of the joke. They argued - vociferously - that the Indo-Europeanists had
to learn from those working on more modern lan,quages and that the study of
Ianguage change took priority over that ol language comparison. They adopted
a dualistic approach to language chan-qe: phonetic change happened unconsciously, independently of the will of the speakers, and accordin-q to regular
'laws' which adnritted o1' no exceptions; morphological change was heavily
influenced by 'analogy': the speakers reintroduced regularity in the grammal
remodelling forms on eaclr other. These two types of change applied to all
periods and not, as previously supposed, only to the period of linguistic decay
which followed the perl'ection of the reconstructed parent language. In other
words the linguist had to adopt a uniformiialian approach and study the nrotivation of chan-qe on the basis of modenr data in order to reconstruct what
had happened in the past. All these assumptions and beliefs - uniformitarianism, exceptiouless souncl laws, inrportance of what had previously been called
lalse analogy, priority of history ovel conrparison. concern for recent plrases
of language, extensive nrethoiiological discussions - added as they were to
extensive clainrs of novelry and criticisnr of the past, were bound to irritate.
Curtius and nrost scholars ol'the previous generation did not react favourably.
ln Leipzig, sonre ol the brightest yourrg scholars - Brugmann, Osthoff',
Hermann Paul ( I 846-192 I ) - becanre the leaders of the new nrovement. Their
nranifesto did not appear until I 878, when Osthoffand Brugnrann, after a quarrel with Curtius, founded a new periodical which was prefaced with a lengthy
methodological statement (Osthoff and Brugman, 1878),5 bur between 1875
and I 876 a nu nrber of books and art icles appeared w h ich, even when they were
not by card-carrying neogranrmarians, altered considerably some of the previously accepted reconstructions while at the same time contributing to define
the new me(hod (Verner, 1875; Hiibschmann, 1875; Leskien, 1876; Brugman,
1876a, I 876b, etc.; cf. Hoenigswald 1978).
Saussure was too young to count as one of the neogrammarians, even if
he had wished to, but in any case he kept himself separate from a set-up 'le c6nacle des docteurs'- which he did rrot find synrpathetic. However, in
spite of this latent hostility, it is likely that he would have approved of the
substance of the intellectual shift, even il'not of the form that it took. At the
tinre when he wrote the Mtntoirc he was conrpletely au fait with the concrete
results reached by Leskien and his followers in their work about Indo-European
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and largely accepted their conclusions. l1'so, what is the originality of the
Mdmoire?
Scope and novelty

of lhe Mdmoire

-

The book concerns the vocalism oflndo European; on the one hand this refers
to the vowels that we can reconstruct for the parent language, ou the other to
the phenomena of vocalic alternation which mark grammatical contrasts, the
so-called Ablaut or vocalic apophony (see below), its function and its origin.
Anachronistically it could be stated that the book concerns the phonology and
morphophonology oI reconstructed Indo-European and the derived languages.
Saussure states at the outset that his nrain concern is what is called the IndoEuropean n, bu( the discussion gradually makes clear that the whole vocalic
system has been the focus olattention. ln other words it is not one sound which
is discussed but a whole phonological systenr, its contrasts, its hierarchies and
its morphophonemic functioning.
The novelty is manifold. At that monrent in time rhe whole subject was in a
state ofcomplete llux. Odd beliefs had been inheiited from the beginning ofthe
century and fronr the previous century and were occasionally fought against but
in a desultory way (On Ablaut and on the history of the reconstruction of IndoEuropean vocalism see Morpurgo Davies, 1998; Pedersen, 1962; Benware,
1974; Mayrhof'er, 1981, 1983.) A few ol these beliefs are now listed in no
particular order, nrixing technical and Iess technical assumptions:

(a) The'perfect'orfundanrentalvowels,itwassonretimesargued,were[a,i,uJ;
it seemed to lbllow that the parent language, which was taken to be more
perfect than its descendants, could only have [a, i, ul.
(b) The vocalic system of Sanskrit was based on [a, i, u]; consequently it was
all too easy to assume that tlre parent language only had La, i, ul. Ifso, the
more complex system [a, e, o, i, u] ofsonte European languages, including
Greek and Latin, was due to an innovation, i.e. to a split of Ial into [a, e, o].

It was not clear how this innovation could have occurred; or what forms of
conditioning had determined the split.

(c) It was often stated that the consonants changed according to recognisable
patterns but the development ol vowels was entirely arbitrary; consequently
while languages derived from the same parent showed regular consonantal
correspondences between related words (cf. Latin

rl

vs. English thoa, Latin

rret vs. Englisl) three, etc.), the corespondences between vowels seemed
to be u npredictable (cl. Latin

p es v

s. E. Joo t,

Lalin

sE

-

men

v s.

E. s eed).

(d) The Indo-European languages showed traces of vocalic alternations

used

to indicate grammatical distinctions as in English drive/drove or in Greek
eleipon 'l was leaving', ellpon'l left'. This so-called Ablaut (the technical
term whiclr Jacob Grinrm made standard) was more prominent in the earlier
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phases of tlre Indo-European languages and was treated in the work ofthe
early comparativists as a halln.rark ol'perlection. Some scholars had even
argue<J that it had a direct link with meaning: weakening of the vowel (as
in Greek -lip- vs. -leip-) neant weakening of meaning.
(e) The Indian granrmarians, followed by the European scholars, had understood the Sanskrit Ablaut as based on successive additions of an -a- vowel
to the root (the root of the verb 'to make' could appear as kr-, kar-, kar-)If this was also the Indo-European pattern, alternations like those of Greek
lip-, Ieip-, toip- for the verb meaning 'to leave' could not go back to the
parent language. Moreover, even in Sarrskrit tllere were other types of alternations. In fornrs like Sanskrit purtcl-rtti 'l purify' I pavi-tum'to purify'/
pu-ta-'pvified' all sorts of vocalic alternatiorrs occurred. This was often

ignored.
Each one of these assumptions, and tlrere were numerous others, carried
a heavy ideological baggage. Each could be tackled from a purely technical
viewpoint providecl that the linguist was not mesmerised by the earlier beliefs,
but each also added to the general confusion. Which vowels could be attributed
to lndo-European and how these vowels were exploited to indicate grammatical
contrasts remai ned obscure. The question of the nature, role and origin ofAblaut
was also controversial.
The nr icl 1 870s saw soure new deve Iopnren ts. The ass u mption that S anskrit [a]
as contrasted with fe, o, al ol'the European languages was original was no longer
taken for granted but there was no agreement about the correct reconstructron.
At the sanre tinre the range of reconstructed vowels increased. lt was first
suggested - by Hermann Osthoff - that Indo-European like Sanskrit had a
vocalic Ir] (cf. the first syllable of Brno) and possibly a vocalic Ul (cf. the final
syllable of English people), even if nrost daLrghter languages had developed
a supporting vowel trext to it (Gr. ar/ra, Lat. or/ur, etc.). [n a daring article
published in 1876, which was the mairr cause of the quarrel with Curtius, Karl
Brugnrann (1876a), algued that lndo-European also had vocalic [nJ and Inrl
(cf. the final syllables of Cerman leben, etc.) which in most languages had
developed supporting vowels and sometimes lost the nasal element (cf. the last
syllable of Sanskrt scrtrtla '7',Greek hepta,La,in seplem, Gothic sibun). On his
arrival in Leipzig the young Saussure was askecl his views about Brugmann's
cliscovery. He was forcefully reminded that he hacl made the same observation
while still at school and found it diificult to accept Brugmann's priority, though
he had no publication which supported his claim (Saussure, I 19031 1960).
The discovery of vocalic liquids and nasals Ir, (l), m, n] was important not
only because it added to the nu ntber of reconstructed phonenles but also because
it accounted for sorrre of the odd correspondences. If we found Latin [e] conesponding to Creek [el in Lat. fero'l carry' vs. Cr. phero, why did the ending

-enrof accusativesingularine.g.Latin putr-em 'father'correspondtoGreek-n
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in tlre accusative singular2a/er-a? Brugmann (and Saussure before him) reconstructed a vocalic nasal which turned into -em in Latio and into -a in Greek.
The older view was that the development ol vowels was unpredictable, but in
this manner the way was open to establishing regular correspondences between
vowels as well as between consonants. However, a number of problems were
still not solved.
The striking character of the Mimoire is that the twenty-year-old Saussure
tackles all these difficulties at once as well as a number of more substantial
problenrs which had not yet emerged in the discussion. There is sureness of
touch and both willingness and ability to integrate into a new system separate
conclusions which had just been reached and were deemed to be tentative even
by their authors. The articles quoted and on which part of the argument is
built are often no more than one or two years old. Havet conplained that the
book was difficult to follow and required too much of its readers. But this
is not because of lack of clarity (on the contrary); it is simply because the
reader nrust be au fait with the state of the art, with what was known and what
was being discussed. Thar is why modern lndo-Europeanists, once they have
learned to recognise synrbols and tem.rinology which are now obsolete, find the
argumentation so clear. They have a better knowledge of the starting point than
Saussure's contemporaries could have had.

The results of the Mdmoire
The corrclusions of the My'ntoire may be sunrmarised briefly, once again at the
cost of some anachronism. For Saussure the Indo-European parent language
had an [e] and an fol vowel (following Brugmann, he used the symbols a7 and
a2) which merged in Sanskrit but were mostly preserved in Greek and Latin; in
addition it had a number of cofficietts sorrtuttiques, i.e. resonants Ii, u, r, (l),
m, nl which functioned as vowels between consonants and elsewhere and as
consonants between vowels and i n other environments. A study of the basic form
oleach root esLablishecl that this nornrally included an [el vowel followed by
a consonant or resonant; the [e] vowel regularly alternated with [ol in different
grammatical forms and with no [e] or [ol vowel in other forms (cf . Greek leip-,
loip-, Irlt-'leave'). In contrast with earlier assumptions, Saussure accepts the
view that the basic fomr of the root has [e] and that lej is lost when the accent
is deplaced. lfso, Ablaut (i.e. loss of [e]) is the result ofpure sound change and
has no symbolic and semantic value. So 1'ar, Saussure is buitding on individual
conclusions which hacl irr one way or the other been stated or hinted at by other
contemporary authors, though never in the context of a comprehensive study
ofroots, accentuation and Ablaut.
IfSaussure had stopped here in 1878, his book would still have been an
exceptional achievement, but there was nlore to corne. One ofthe fundamental
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steps is the observation that a Greek root of the type Cei-, Ceu-, Cer-, etc. (C :
any consonant) alternates with Ci-, Cu-, Cr-, etc. in exactly the sanle circumstances in which a root of the lype Ca- alternates with Ca- (Greek pha-mi 'l
say', pha-men'we say' vs. Greek ei-m I 'l (shall) go', i-men'we (shall) go').
Through skilful use of Ablaut alternations and comparative evidence, Saussure shows that we have to reconstruct for lndo-European another cofficient
sonantique,A, which was dropped after a preceding vowel lengthening it (and
sometimes changin_g its quality), was lost before another vowel and in Greek,
Italic and Germanic becanre [a] between consonants. In Sanskrit A was reduced
to a sound which eventually emerged as lil. Hence a root such as lndo-European
*ste.A- 'stand', appears in Sanskrit as s//ra- and in both Greek and ltalic as sta-,
but the participle/verbal adjective is *stA-tds which yields Greek statds, Latin
.r/dtus, Sanskrit sthitd-. On similar grounds, Saussure also identified another
coefficient sotlotiliqLte. Q which between consonants appeared as [ol in Greek
and in Greek and Italic changed a preceding Lel or [ol into fol. The list of
cofficients sonontiqLtes now included A and Q as well as [i, u, r, (1,) nt, n].
The question of the phonetic value ofA and Q is still debated. Also, it is not
clear whether Saussure thought ol'them as vowels (see Szemer6nyi, 19'73) or
resonants.
Some lurther developnrents should also be mentioned. First, Saussure could
now explain Sanskrit alternations such as that of the infinitive povi-tum 'Io
purify' vs. the verbal adjective pi-ta- as deriving from *peuA- >- pavi- vs.
*1tuA- > pa-, with the standard vocalic alternation between [el and absence of
[eJ. He could go even furtlrer, assunring that the Sanskrit infinitive pari-tum'to
fill' derived fron *perA- and the verbal adjective pur-ta- detived from *prA> pf- > 7rlr. In other words, A (and Q) lengthened a preceding [el and [o.l but
also a preceding vocalic [i, u, r, I, nr, n] and a long resonant like t'ryielded r7r

in Sanskrit
Secondly. sonre of the apparently different formations of Sanskrit verbal
presents could be brought back to the same basic type. The lndian gramnrarians
distinguished a c lass of presents of the yunaktl 'he joins' type (class Vll) fiom a
class of the punrTri 'he purifies' type (class lX). The roots they quoted for these
verbs were.vl.g- 'join' and pr7- 'purify'. Saussure showed that the formations
had identical origins. An original root *;,s11g- / *1ag- forms the present from
(>
with a nasal infix, an original root *peLrA-/
a stem *

),unak-ti)
)|Lt-ne-g*prl,A- also forms a present with a -re inhx, prtte-A- (-> puna-il). Everything
becomes clear; the short Iu] of punati vs. the long lu) of pu- (-< *puA-), the long
a of puttdti(<*eA) vs. the shortd iny11no1r,1. From the pointof viewof present

fomration, -A- and -g- fLrlfil parallel functions and instead of two different
types of Ablaut and two different verbal classes we are dealing with a much
simplified morphology. It is worth pointing out that Saussure's reconstructions
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were not based on any phonetic consideration and no attempt was made to
define phonetically A and Q.
Reception and impact of the Mimoire
The later history ofSaussure's achievenrents is well known and has often been
related. The conclusions had partial acceptance by the contenrporaries who
nevertheless thought that they were all too nrathematical and too abstract to
carry full conviction. There were some firm rejections, particularly by one of
tlre leading neogramnrarians, Hermann Osthoff, there was also here and there
a conspiracy of silence and sonre tacit taking over of a number of conclusions
sometimes without acknowledgement. The silence and the rejection have perhaps been exaggerated (see Redard, 1978a; Mayrhofer, 1981:26 ff;Gmijr,
1986); however, the unpublished docunrents which became available over the
years (letters, notes, etc.) made clear that Saussure felt that German scholarship had been hostile and his work had not been fully understood. The latter
is indeed true. In 1898 Wilhelm Streitberg (1864-1925), a second-generation
neogranrmarian, wrote as much to Brugn]ann regretting that it had taken him
so long to understand Saussure (Villani, 1990:5). Ofcourse there were flaws
even in Saussure's argument and slowly these came to the fore. A list, and a
correct list, is olTerecl by Streitberg in the very sympathetic mentoire of Saussure wri(ten after his death (Streitberg, l9l5; cf. Szemer6nyi, 1973:4f.), but
solutions were available and were indeed found. The first real confirmation that
Saussure was on the right track came in 1927 , well after his death, when Jerzy
Kurylowicz recognised that the newly deciphered Hittite, the oldest attested
lE language, had a consonantal phoneme (<h>) which was etymologically
derived from Saussure's,4. Conclusions reached largely on the basis of internal reconstruction were convalidated by newly found comparative data. At the
sanre time a number of lollowers, Mciller, Kurylowicz, Benveniste and Cuny
continued Saussure's work (Szemer6nyi, 1973; Mayrhofer, l98l). What is now
called laryngeal theory has its foundations in the theories about vocalic alternations demonstrated in Saussure's Mlntoire,but the theory's definitive fomr is
not yet settled and it has not yet won total acceptance. Nevertheless, in the last
twenty or thirty years few serious scholars have disputed its basic tenets. (On
the reception of the Mlmoire see Saussure, 1972, Szemer6nyi, 1973; Redard,
1978a; Mayrhofer, 1981; Gmiir, t986.)

Comparative method and internal reconstruction
The My'moire is full of unbelievable riches - most of which, sometimes in an
altered form, have beconre pan of what we now find in our basic handbooks;
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some are still to be rediscovered. Even now, or perhaps more now than before,
the beauty ofthe way in which the argunreut develops is overpowering. There is
a constanl interplay between two di fferent nrethods of linguistic conrparison and
reconstruction: on the one haud, the standard comparative method which was
reaching at that sta_ge its most advanced fornr and was based on the phonological
comparison olsemantically similar words in a nunrberof related languages and
the identification of regular sound correspondences; on the other hand, internal
reconstruction, the method that did not really receive a name or was not formalised until alter the Second World War (Morpurgo Davies, 1994). Apparent
grammatical irregularities can be explained postulating earlier sound changes
or the alteration of an earlier phonological system. Saussure as a schoolboy had
naturally used that nrethod when he had decided that the parallelism between
Greek lego-ntetln and lego-rttcLr, on the one lrand, a.nd letag-metlm and tetakhatai, on the otlrer, spoke for a derivation of -atoi lrom -ntai (see above). The
identification o1'A and Q as cofficicttt sortontiques is based on the parallelism
between fomrations which end in alesonant [i, u, r, n, n] and formations which
end in A or O. The ternr 'internal reconstruction' is much later than Saussure but
the method had been used before, even ilsporadically; nowhere else, however,
are the two methocls so explicitly and so clearly linked and to such good effect.
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Indo-European linguistics in general had an inlmense influence (see Meillet's
testinlonial in Saussure, 1972: 334ff.). Even when he returned to Geneva in
I 89 I his teaching activity mostly concerned Sanskrit and other Indo-European
languages. It is only in 1906 that he was also entrusted with teaching general
linguistics and began his three courses in the subject. If we look at the work
published after the Mimoire and the doctoral dissertation, we find a very large
nurnber of short notes in the Mdntoires de la Socidtd de linguistique de Paris,
mostly dedicated to individual etynrologies (see Bouquet,2003: 506ff). There
are a few longer articles either in the same periodical or in volumes in honour of
scholars to whom in some way Saussure felt indebted. Between I 894 and 1896
tbree long papers, one dedicated to Leskien, are concerned with Lithuanian
declensions and accentuation and establish the law on accent shift which goes
u nder the name of 1cr .9arrssare (Collinge, I 985: 149 ff.). Some, indeed most, of
this work has again the same lucidity, learning and originality of the Mimoire,
but there is not the breatlrless excitement of discovery which the twenty-yearold had managed to convey. In the last filteen years ofhis life,just when he was
giving the general courses which provided the material for the Cours, Saussure
published only three papers (for the last three Festscltiiften mentioned above).
(See Saussure, 1972; Streitberg, l9l5; Meillet, 1938; Gmiir, 1990 and Vallini,
1978.)

Before and after the M6moire

Apart fronr unpublished papers, Saussure had published four articles and two
short notes before rhe Mdmoire as well as Pictet's review; they were all strictly
technical articles about very specific problenrs ol Indo-European comparison
and historical linguistics. One ofthese (Saussure [ 18771 1922: 379ff.) gives us a
preview of the Mlno i re ancl comes close to one of the great discoveries, made
at the same tirne by a nunrber of scholars, the so-called PaLatalgesetz, i.e. the
observation that the altemation between <t> and <c> in Sanskrit words like
ka-'wllo' , ca 'and' and crrl 'what' proved that Sanskrit [a] reflected two dilie rent
original phonemes, one of which was capable ol'palatalising a preceding [ftJ
(Mayrhofer, 1983: 137-42). After the Mintoire, Saussure concentrated on his
doctoral dissertation on the use of the _qenitive absolute in Sanskrit which he
sLrbmitted in 1880 and published in 1881;again Meillet notices the contrast
between a narrow exercise on a limited subject and the broad views of the
Mdmoire, but de Mauro (Saussure, 1972:33Of .) stresses the importance of
the work on sylltax aud ofthe synchrorric and contrastive approach. The brief
interlude in Berlin had allowed Saussure to learn more Sanskrit and to have
a briel meering with Whitney (Joseph, 1988), but it is doubtful that it had
nruch influence orr hinr. After Leipzig, the publication of ahe Mitnoire and
the doctorate, Saussure nroved to Paris (see Sanders, this volume) where his
classes in Gerrnanic, in the comparative gramnrar of Greek and Latin, and in

The historiographical problems
Let us now reforrnulate and sharpen the questions that we were asking. How

different was Saussure's historical and comparative work from that of his
contemporaries? Did he really reach all his conclusions on his own without
being influenced by his Leipzig teachers'? More specifically, should he count
as one of the neogrammarians? What continuity, if any, is there between the
comparative-historical work and Saussure's theorerical work, once we allow for
the fact that this was not published by the author? Less important in nry view
is a much (perhaps too nruch) debated question. Why did someone who, like
Saussure, had published two books by the tine he was twenty-four'dry up' so
significantly at a later stage? The question will be returned to at the end, not
in the hope to settle it but becar.rse it is relevant to another and more important
historiographical question.

Saussure, his teachers and contemporaries
Modern discussion about the Cours de linguistique gdndrale has often turned
to the question ofthe sources ofits main tenets: the concept ofsign, the contrast
between synchrony and diachrony, L'arbitraire du signe, etc. An analysis of the
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comparative and historical work also raises the question of sources, though in
a different context. Writing to Streitberg in 1903, Saussure ([903J 1960) was
eager to underline that most of the conclusions reached tn the Mimoire were
his own. In a letter to Streitberg of 28 November l9l4 (Villani,1990:29f .),
Karl Brugmann pointed out that to his knowledge Saussure had never openly
acknowledged any dependence on his Leipzig teachers and noted that in the
review by Havel., Saussure's teachers in Leipzig were not mentioned, as they
would have been lor any young German scho]ar. According to both Brugmann
and Saussure It903]1960:22ff.), the latter had given up Bruckmann's classes
in Leipzig because all too often he heard points which overlapped with what he
wanted to say in his book and felt awkward in deciding what was his and what
was Brugmann's.
However, when Saussure was making his point about the independence of
his thought from the Leipzig scholars in general, and the Junggrammatiker
in particular, he was in all instances speaking about some specilic individual
results (the role of,4, the vocalic nasals, etc.) - he justifies his attitude saying
that he did not want to be accused of plagiarisnr and relates an episode that
shows that Brugmann had never seriously thought about the Ablaut alternation
of the -a / d type, which was the linchpin of Saussure's own discoveries. For
the rest, he is endlessly scrupulous in referring to German scholars; Villani
(1990: 9) follows Vallini (1969) in counting in rhe Mlmoire 67 references to
Brugmann and 90 scholars quoted, out of whonr 83 were Gernran. This fact
perhaps explains the misunderstanciing. Brugnrann was ofcourse right in saying
that Saussure had learned nruch from hinr and from the other Leipzi_q scholars;
so rnuch is more than acknowledged in the bibliographical references of the
Mdntoire and it enrer-ges clearly fronr the contrast between the information (or
lack of infornration) contained in the first papers published in the Mimoires de
lo Sociity' de linguisticlue and the latel ones Yet whether Saussure had learned
the new data and new techniques lrom written works or from word of mouth
remains obscure. On the other hand, Saussure was obsessed by the idea of
priority and by the fear of being accused of plagiarism, all the more so since he
knew full well that nrost of his new views in the Mintoire were his own even
when, as in the case ofvocalic nasals, they had already been published by others.
Bru-9mann in his turn was right in noting the difference between Saussure's
silence and the standard system ofacknowledgements to teachers and colleagues
which appeared in all Cerman dissertations. And indeed in a hierarchical set
up such as tlrat of German universities, this lack of conventional propriety must
have looked arrogant and perhaps irritating. But the important point is that
neither Saussure nor Brugmann are talking about theoretical or methodological
divergences; Saussure and Osthoff violently disagreed about Ablaut, but as
late as 1914 Brugnrann clearly believed that in the great neogrammarians'
controversy which saw Curlius and the older generation attacked by himself as
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well as Leskien, Osthoff and others, Saussure was on their side. The question
is whether in fact he was.
Saussure as a neogrammarian?

A f'ew principles which formed

the main tenets of the neogrammarians have
been listed above, and the list may perhaps be repeated with some additions,
albeit in telegraphic style: uniformitarianism, i.e. the assumption that the same
causes deternrined language change at all stages; antiorganicrsm, i.e. rejection of the views held by August Schleicher (1821-68), and pafiially shared
by Georg Curtius, according to which language was an independent organism
which developed according to laws of its own independently of the speakers;
priority of linguistic history over comparison; the need to test the historical
method on attested rather than reconstructed languages; the regularity ofsound
change; the inrportance ofanalogy. Paradoxically the'mechanical'sound laws,
strongly proposed by the neogramnrarians in their fight against their predecessors answered to the same need as was served by Schleicher's organicism. Both
the sound laws and Schleicher's organicism were nteant to account for those
regular forms of linguistic change which happened without the speakers being
aware of them. (On the neogrammarians see e.g. Jankowsky, 1972, Einhauser,
1989 and Graffi, 1988.)
As has been seen, there is no reason to suppose that Saussure disagreed
with any o['these views; irrdeed Saussure ([t9031 1960: l5) praises Leipzig as

a nrajor centre of Indo-European linguistics. Later on in the same text Saussure stated that he did not consider analogy as a German methodological novelty, since it was something which he had always known about. For hirn 'le
fait 6tonnant'was the phonetic lact, i.e. the regularity principle.'One must
approach linguistics, without the shadow of an observation or a thought to put
on the sante footing a phenonrenon such as phonetic laws - which cannot be
observed by individual experience - and the analogical action wbich everyone
has experierrcecl since chilclhood on his own behalf . Montre moutonniireti des
Allernattds' (196O:24f.). In spite of the outburst this is enough to conlirm that
Saussure accepted both phonetic laws and analogy. It also shows, incidentally,
that Saussure, largely self-tau-eht as he was, at that stage had not grasped the
importance of the fight for analogy, which was in essence a uniformitarian and
anti-organicistic fight by those who had been brought up to believe that 'false
analogy'did not apply to the earliest stages oflanguage ot more coffectly, of
Indo-European, and that all language change was unconscious and predetermined. The conclusion nrust be that Saussure shared nrost ofthe neogranrmarians' assumptions but presunrably, as in everything else, he had reached most of
thenr on his own. There is one difference, however, wlrich must be stressed. The
Juttggranunatiker seemed convinced that their set of principles amounted to a
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fully fledged linguistic theory, whereas Saussure did not delude himself that
their set of principles provided anything even vaguely similar to a
ofhow language (/an3a3e) works.

full theory
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historically valid,

i.e. assumptions are made about (he earlier existence

face forms such

those postulated, and in a sense synchronically valid in that

zrs

of surit

it 'explains' or'accounts
the functioning of the system. lt is clear wlrat the import of this is for
the general question of the two Saussures. The discovery of fondements t'urns
out to be a discovery of underlying structures and underlying systems. This is
the characterislic of the earlier and later papers and of the Mimoire. But this
is also the method that we recognise in the theoretical work. (Countering the
accusations of atomism directed against Saussure's conception of diachrony
see Saussure, 19'12 and Reichler-B6guelin, I 980.)
can provide a set of synchronically underlying forms;

for'
Forms of continuity: Saussure as 'l'homme des fondements'
and language as a system
We asked above whether there is a link between the historical comparative

work

of

the Mdmoire and related papers on the one hand and the theoretical work
which is sunrnrarised in the Corrrs on the other. In other words, were there one

or two Saussures?
Emile Benveniste, perhaps the only linguist who came nearer to Saussure in
his ability to rethink everything afresh and to move between theory, history and
reconstruction, called Saussure 'l'honrnre des fbndements' who looked fbr the
general characteristics underlying the divelsity of empirical data (Benveniste,
1963: 8). It is indeed trLre that the Mimoire tackles the fundamental questions:
what are the basic distinctive phonological elernents? How do they function in
the phonological ancl morphological system'l Kurylowicz (1918: 1l ), one of

tlregreatestlndo Europeanistsofthefbllowinggeneration,sawintheMdntoire
the first appearance

ofa new point olview, the hierarchy principle which even-

tr-rally canre to dominate modenr structuralism; the elements of a language do
not exist nexl to each other but thanks to each other'. Watkins ( 1978: 601T.) drew
r(tention to the fact that Saussure in later years referred to his first book as to
the Sl,sr2nze dt:s t'cttellcs: there is little doubt that the historical cornparative
work by Saussure is donrinated by the concepts of system, ofdistinctive characters, of contrast. This is indeed the fbrtd.entcrtt of which Benveniste speaks.

Linguistic description and terminology
is more. One of the nrost I'amous statements left unpublished by Saussure
found in a letter to Meillet (Benveniste, 1964:95), probably written in 1894
when he was working on Litlruanian accentuation, and lamenting the fact that
his 'historical pleasure'is constantly interrupted by the inadequacy ofcurrent
terminology and the pressing need to relbrnr it: 'Sans cesse I'ineptie absolue

There
is

de la terminologie courante, la n6cessitd de la refornre, et de montrer pour cela
quelle cspdce d'objet est la langue en 96n6ral, vient gdter mon plaisir historique,
quoique je n'aie pas de plus cher voeu que de n'avoir pas d m'occuper de la
langue en g6n6ral.' This need for definition, tbr a terntinology which is actually
consistent and exltlicit, is typical of Saussure's nodus operantli at all stages. ln
the essay written when he was fourteen, he had introduced two new terms; the
sanre rreed for a 'correct' ternrirrology emerges in the Mimoire and in ail the
historical-comparative papers. lt is of course characteristic of the Co&rs too.

It

is of course also the leitmotiv of the Corrr.r and of the theoretical work.
Reichler B6guelin (1990) has brilliantly highlighLed the similarities between
the -qlottological essay written by the fourteen-year-old atld the Mdmoire. \n
lhe nrst case, as she argues, Saussure ainrs at showing that the existing roots
can all be linked to a nruch simpler underlying system; tlrere is an apparent
evolutionary assumption (the sinrple roots evolve into the attested ones), but in
lirct we are dealing with a sort of achronic classiflcation where a strong level
01'abstraction (all labials treated as one sound, etc.) produces a 'satisfactory'
account. For lhe Mdntoit" the position is different. ln contrast with the standard
view according ro which the parerrt language had an [aj vowel which in the
European languages split into two or three vowels, Saussure follows Brusmann
and others irr assuming that the two or three vowels had nrerged in Sanskrit.
The result is a renrarkable alteration ofthe uror-phology and morphophonology;
i1'the theory of coe_fficient sonan.tiques is added, i.e. if we accept Saussure's
conclusions, then the nrorpholo-{y and tl.re morphophonology (the pattern of
root alterrrations) become simple and cl'ystal clear. The new version is both

Saussure and abstract analysis

The systenric nature of Saussure's historical work, its emphasis on structure,
has often been stressed and naturally this lras been linked to the explicit contrast between synchrony and diachrony ancl the assurnption that any systemic
account oflanguage requires a synchronic study. However, all too often the concealed a,qenda behind such observations is the desire to underline the contrast
betweerr Saussure and his contemporaries. On the one hand are the atomistic
neogrammarians or their pledecessors, strictly concerned with petty details of
developnrents studied in isolation, on the other Saussure, tbe man with a global
vision who exercises it equally in his historical and his theoretical work. At least
for the early period this scenario is due to a rnisunderstanding. The distinction
between synchrorric and diachronic is well known (e.g. in Paul's work). Nor
was there anyth i ng' atonristic' in works l i ke those of Verner or Brugmann which
ainred at reconstructing an earlier phonological system and the way in which
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it operated. Similarly there is no lbrnr of atomism in tlreoretical accounts such
as those by Hemrann Paul, the author of the Principien der Sprachgescltichte
( 1880) wh ich was considered the bible of the neogrammarians. On the contrary,
the prevailing psychologism was in esserrce anti-atomistic. The real difference
between Saussure and the neogranrnrarians is elsewhere. The neogrammarians
were thrmore intelested in questions of nrethod and theory than their inrmediate
predecessors; indeecl they had noisily requested an explicit account of the principles which deternrined historical and comparative work. Their insistence on
a strict adherence to the regularity principle was among other things a request
for a consistent and explicit discovery procedure. However, they were far less
aware than Saussure of how mucl.r they took for grantecl in linguistic analysis,
and in most instances they were content with adopting the traditional analyses
and descriptions without challenging thenr. They also differed fronr Saussure
in their style of argunrentation and in their attitude to abstraction. While in
the Mdntoire arrd elsewhere Saussure was prepared to produce an analysis of
morphology and morphophonenrics and then test it on the data - hence the
mathematical and deductive style of h is procedure - the neogrammarians much
pref'erred an explicitly inductive al)proach; they started with long lists of data
and tried to identify any patterns that enrerged.6 And while Saussure's analysis
led, as we have seen, to the identification of underlying structures which in a
sense providecl that 'classilication logique'of the linguistic facts which he was
ainring at, tlte neograurnrarians were not prepared to accept that level o1'abstraction either in linguistic description or in the study of linguistic developnrent.

A final puzzle
The letter to Meillet quoted above reveals Saussure's dissatisfaction with the
stafe of the subject; other remarks in the sanre letter and elsewhere reiterate
the sanre sentiments. The dissatislaction is both with the state of the subject
and, one leels, with himself. He explains to Meillet that he will have to write,
without enthusiasnr or passion, a book where he will explain why there is not
a single term used in linguistics which has any sense. Only after that will he
be able to return to historical work. lt is likely that we shall never know what
exactly detemrined Saussure's 'thirty years of silence' (health problems may
have playecl a part), but a further problenr should be mentioned. Tojudge from
(he odd observatiorrs irr letters or biographical accounts (such as the letter of
1903 meant for Streitberg), Saussure felt all his life that his work was not
understood or not quoted or not appreciated. To be told by Htibschmann that
Brugmann had discoverecl the vocalic nasals, when he knew that he had done
so when still at school, clearly hurt even a quarter of a century after the event.
To find that Custav Mayer in his Grieclrische Grammatik (t880) used data
and results publ ished in the M d mo i re wi thout an explicit quotation was equal ly
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a reason for severe disappointment (Saussure, [903] 1960: 23).The question
wh iclr comes to m ind concerns the link between the findings of the Mdmoire and
ofthe other historical-comparative papers and Saussure's general scepticism
about linguistic work. Put more bluntly, Saussure's disappointment in the

reception of his work, his need to establish his priority in order to avoid the
accusation of plagiarisnr, inrplies cornplete faith in the validity of that work.
How is this to be reconciled with the assumption that nothing is known about
the nature or essence of language? ln the letter to Meillet he explained that
the only thin_q he still found interesting was the picturesque and ethnographic
side of language (Benveniste, 1964:95). This remark has rightly been adduced
to explain some ol'the etymological work (Vallini, 1978: Il4f.). However,
the subject matter of the Mdmoire and of nrost ol the other papers belongs to
the structural and not to the picturesque side of language. Should we resort
to the simple explanation that nobody likes being slighted or plagiarised and
Saussure was no exception, even if he had stopped believing in his work? Is
this not too facile an account? Let us not forget Saussure's wish, also mentioned in the letter to Meillet, to be able to return to his work. The conclusion
must be that Saussure was convinced that what he had done was quite simply
novel and 'rieht'. For the historian of lin-guistics interested in Saussure's historical work the problem is crucial. But there is also an odd twist in the inquiry.
One of the nranuscript notes by Saussure recently discovered (and undated)
retuflrs to the question of the beginnirrls of linguistics (Saussure, 2002: 12931). The sc}rool fbr-rndecl by Bopp, we are told, was interested tn la langue or
L'itlionte, i.e. the set of nrarrilestations ol language (langage) at a certain tinte
in a certain people; it did not consider language (langage) as a phenonrenon or
the application of a mental laculty. lt is now accused of having misunderstood
the essence of the object which it pretended to study. But in fact, Saussure
continues, this is to attribute arbitrarily to that school a mission which it had
no intention of undertaking and which nrany of its followers would no doubt
have rejected. 'ln {iict it is the object that has changed and without realising it
a different ciiscipline lras taken the place ol'the previous one. ln doing so it has
sought to condenrn its predecessor, withor.rt having necessarily guaranteed its
own legitinracy' (Saussure, 2002: 13 I ). This is an important point and it opens
new lorms of historiographical inquiry. However, we miss a vital link. How
did Saussure envisage his own historical work? Did it belong to the discipline
louncled by Bopp or to the new discipline which had replaced it? If the former,
the puzzle with which we started would be solved.

Notes

I SAUSSURE AND INDO-EUROPEAN LINGUISTICS
I The first chapter of the Cours as compiled by Bally and Sechehaye offers a more
conventional view of the development of the subject as moving from comparison
(Bopp) to history, while still ignoring the more general problems. The students' notes
oft-er a more muted view. A very interesting note recen(ly published (Saussure, 2002:
l30ff.) reveals a much more hesitant author (see below).

2
3

Here and below we use square brackets to include phonetic symbols and angular
brackets to indicate letters. Thus in English we contrast <sing>, the standard spelling,
with [srj] a phonetic transcription of the word's pronunciation.
The so-called sound laws, which normally were indicated by formulae of the type
Latin s > r between vowels (> stands for 'becomes'), were the object of endless
disprtes but these concerned their status, their justilication, and the possibility of
exceptions. The general point that sound change was unexpectedly - regular was
no longer contested by the end of the century and regular or semi-regular instances
of sound change had been identified much earlier. For Saussure's (widely shared)
objections to the term 'law' in his I 909-10 courses, see Reichler-B6guelin ( I 980: 25)
who points out that similar views were expressed by Hermann Paul.
The whole Mdrnoirc was reprinted in Saussure (1922: l-268)- We owe to G. C.
Vincenzi an ltalian translation with notes and a long introduction (Saussure, 1979).

-

4

5 KarlBrugmannpublishedatfirstunderthenameofBrugmanbutafterl882thefamily
6

changed their name to Brugmann; this is the name regularly used.
Some recently discovered notes by Saussure provide a luminous account of the type
of argument which we find in his work:
La linguistiquc procldc dc fait par induction ct divination, ct elle doit proceder ainsi pour mivcr
dcs risultats f6conds, SculcmenI unc tbis l'hypothdsc apcrgue on part toujours de 1i, de ce qui
cst reconstruit, pour assigner en suite sans pr6juger b chaque languc ce qui lui revient de cctte
hypothdse. L'exposition y gagne en clan6, ccnainemcnt. Pour preuvc on se fre I'cnsemblc
satisfaisant que prnduiscnt lcs fairs ainsi expliqu6s pour quclqu'un qui a admis t'hyPoihdse
(Saussure,2002: 132)

i

i

This statement could refer both to theoretical discussion and to comparative work
but the example that follows, where Saussure pleads guilty of having listed inelevant
material, comes from the Mimoire.
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